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CHALK WALK

I was able to perform the locomotor skills 

run, jump, hop + leap

> Create a chalk walk 

incorporating different 

locomotion skills including run, 

jump, hop and leap.

(example on next page) MPPS RACE AROUND AUSTRALIA

>To understand and 

demonstrate four types of 

locomotor skills.           

>Run, jump, hop and leap

>Run: Eyes looking forward

>Jump: Take off on two feet and land on two feet

>Hop: Use your arms to help balance

>Leap: take off on one foot and land on the other

>Some chalk or other objects

> Computer for instructions for 

the amazing race and zoo visit

> Object to leap over

AMAZING RACE
> Run on the spot for 1 minutes

Collect something BLUE

> Jump high into the air X 10

Collect something ROUND

> Hop on one foot X 20

Collect your favourite TOY

> Leap over an object X 10

Put your hands on your HEAD to finish
How long did that take you?

Do it again and try to beat your time!

Don’t forget to fill out your exercise journal 

and email to Emma each Friday!

Click to download the exercise

journal  >>>>>>

A VISIT TO THE ZOO

(complete each animal for 30 seconds)

Kangaroo: Jump with two feet

Gorilla: Walk on all fours

Frog: Spring forward with two feet

Zebra: gallop like a horse

Snake: slither on stomach

Elephant: use your arm as a trunk

Your choice: choose an animal

FOCUS

https://mppsphysicaleducation.global2.vic.edu.au/files/2020/08/Race-Around-Australia-Exercise-Journal-2.docx
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Chalk walk example

If you don’t have any chalk use some objects instead like a broom, 
some chairs, shoes…anything!



> Eyes focused forward throughout the run
>Knees bend at right angles during the recovery 
phase
>Arms bend at elbows and move in opposition 
to legs
>Contact ground with front part of foot
>Body leans slightly forward

RUN
> Eyes focused forwards or upwards 
throughout the jump
> Knees bent and arms behind body
> Thrust arms up as legs straighten to 
take off
> Contact ground with front part of feet 
and bend knees to absorb force of 
landing
> Balanced landing with no more than 
one step in any direction

JUMP

> Forward movement sustained throughout the leap
> Eyes focused forward throughout the leap

> Take off from one foot and land on the opposite foot
> During flight legs are straightened with the arms 

held in opposition to legs
> Controlled landing without losing balance

LEAPHOP
> Balance on one foot 

> Keep other foot off the 
ground 

> Have arms to sides to help 
balance 

> Bend knees when hopping 
off ground and when landing 

> Keep eyes up and forward 


